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I came to Cluj as part of my final year of university with the goal to acquire a double degree from
both my home university and from UBB. Little did I know that Erasmus would turn out to be one
of the best months of my life. Not only did the beautiful country of Romania and its hospitable
people hold me spellbound, I also made memories that will last a lifetime. Cluj-Napoca has so
much to offer: The Central park to enjoy long, warm summer days, countless cafes, restaurants
and clubs where Cluj’s young population comes together and numerous cultural events
including music and film festival. Students from all over the world make Cluj a metropolitan,
international city. It does not take long to feel home in Cluj-Napoca. The Erasmus Students
Network (ESN) organized events frequently and gave all Erasmus students the chance to visit
places all over Romania.
I chose the Erasmus + programme because I have always enjoyed living and travelling abroad
and being surrounded by an international environment. The Erasmus + programme offered me
the chance to learn about a new culture and to study at a university away from home. I strongly
believe that a peaceful coexistence begins with cultural understanding and the Erasmus +
programme provides students with the opportunity to widen their horizons.
I returned back home from my Erasmus mobility with a double degree, life lasting memories, a
cosmopolitan attitude, the ability to easily leave my comfort zone and a new outlook on Europe.
This continent does not need borders or taxes and tariffs, it needs people who can think outside
the box and who believe different cultures are an enrichment.
If you get the chance to be part of the Erasmus mobility, take it and make it the time of your life.
Choose a place that you are not familiar with, be open-minded and do not be scared to leave
your comfort zone. It will be worth it. Romania will always have a piece of my heart and I will
forever be grateful that I took this opportunity.

